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Discussion on Nicaragua
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The FSLN is, therefore, another
example of how traditional left
organisations, at least in crisis
situations, choose to look upon
society's production from a
productivist viewpoint. In other
words, they are solely interested_
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in how to achieve increased
production in a way that is
remarkably similar to the attitude
of ‘our own‘ private capitalists.
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A productivist viewpoint denies or
forgets that production most of all
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a so subordinates workers to
objects. These relations between
people and between people and
objects flow out of production
proper and dominate the whole of
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Henry Ruiz, minister of
planning, in a speech announcing
publication of the 1981 economic

tionary, then they tell you it's
counter-revolutionary.”‘ Under
the rule of the F.S.L.N., the only

plan said, "There are those who

lands that have been “expropriatcd”

understand this national eﬂ'ort.
There are patriotic entrepreneurs,
who want to produce, who want to
help the country... The patriotic
entrepreneurs are an active subject
who require incentives and who
require the collaboration of every

not exploiters of other peoples’ la-

are the ranches, farms, (and factories) belonging to Somoza and a
few of his cronies, about 30 to
33% of the productive resources
of the country. Out of this roughly 30% ﬁgure, 23% have become
so-called People 's Property, stateowned farms, and 7% have become “cooperatives,” where several
small farmers pool their resources
and labor under the production
plans of the State.‘ And on the

bot!

state-owned properties, the Area
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plan must have been if its authors
presumed that entrepreneurs are
an active subject of production and

As with every government
in the world, the F.S.L.N. regime

hasn‘t been as repressive to its
rivals in the business community
as it has been to the Nicaraguan
workers and peasants. The Sandinista Army has often forcibly
evicted peasant squatters who had
occupied lands in the wake of
Somoza‘s defeat. The F.S.L.N-.
feared that if the landless peasants
took over the lands, the campesinos
would grow food for theinselves instead of growing export crops for the
State. The Sandinistas said that the
peasants are not informed enough to
make responsible decisions about their
own lives. Against the actions of the
landless peasants the F.S.L.N.
bureaucrat Tomas Borge spoke for
the regime, saying that private
property would be respected and,
“The Revolution will act with a
strong and ﬁrm hand, because it
cannot allow counter-revolution in

the name of the rev0|u[ion_"1 Qng

Chinandega peasant commented,
“I don’! understand it at all, one
minute seizing the land is revolu2. Barricade, Sept. 24, I979, quoted from Nicaragua." A People 's Revolution.

de_Propiedad del Pueblo we see
the typical state-managed, capitalistset-up.
The majority of the farms
conﬁscated from the Somocistas
were large, modern commercial-

farms oriented toward export production and worked by a small
permanent wage labor force supplemented by a large seasonal labor force. The importance of
these farms within the national
economy tivas a key in the decision
to conver them into state farms
to be managed by INRA (Nicaraguan Institute of Agrarian Reform) with worker participation
(meaning co-determination) rather than to proliferate the commune
(sic) model of the war period.’

Like bosses everywhere, the
Sandinistas feel that strikes are
unnecessary and like leftist regimes all over the world, the San3. Black, Triumph bfthe People, p.234.
4. The View from Nicaragua," Unity (a pro-

China socialist paper), May ll, I984.
5. “The worker-peasant alliance in the first

year ofithe Nicaraguan Agrarian reform,"
Carmen ‘Diane Deere and Peter Marchetti, SJ,
Latin Amﬁricqn Perspectives, No. 29, Spring,
I981, pp. 2, 53.
_
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"Nationalization oi the mines: a ilrm stop in consolidating
the revolution. II

dinistas’ conception of “socialism” is
strictly one of legal jurisdiction,
based on who owns and/or
manages the productive resources
rather than on the real relations of
people to each other and to what
they produce. What was under
Somoza a separate enterprise producing for proﬁt remains a profit-

oriented enterprise, producing
goods and services for the irrationalities of capitalist exchange in
loc_al and international markets,
not for the free and direct use of
the working classes themselves.
This State-capitalist sector of the
Nicaraguan economy is referred to
as the People 's Sector by the Sandinista government and its supporters.
'
In the September I983 issue
of the bulletin Echanges et
Mouvement there are some interesting details on the struggles
inside a nationalized factory employing around 300 workers. A
conﬂict arose when the quality-

control division began to supervise production more intensely.
The author says, “Under Somoza,
discipline meant that the workers
were worked hard and shut up.
Now, after 1979, discipline meant
that the workers worked hard but
also (were expected) to put their
heart into it, because now they
worked for themselves, for the
country, for the revolution.“ Rumors were circulated implying that
the individuals who were critical

of conditions in the factory were
"counter-revolutionary," sabotaging

production and so on. The employees of this enterprise were
considered to be fairly militant

during the time of Somoza. in this
factory, union membership is
compulsory, dues are automatical-

ly deducted from people's wages
and in the weekly meetings the
shop stewards implore people to
work harder. The article goes on
in some detail about the activities
i

-

No Middle Ground

Jf the Sandinista secret police
aperating inside the factory, about
1hreats to jail workers for holding
;trikes,'like the ones at the FA-

The F.S.L.N.
radeship seriously.
pamphlet states,
Bank and the IMF

3RlTEX plant referred to in No
Viitldle Ground nos. l and 2. The

ed the new government’s sense of
prudence and sound thinking in

state had locked out workers,
closed down enterprises, and even
taken to drafting the intransigent
workers into the Army and sending them into the combat zones in
the north of the country. How
things have changed in the New

Nicaragua!

,

Vanguardlal Ordenei
Pro-Castro leftists like Margaret Randall proclaim that there
is no conﬂict of interests between
the Catholic clergy and the Sandinista apparatus. lt seems to be
an accurate statement. Two hierarchical political entities, acting
to decide what’s best for the
noble and, hopefully, subservient
ﬂock. Being inclined to meddle in
all aspects of other peoples’ lives,
the coalition of priests and
commissars express their repressive puritanism in the Sahdinistas'

persecution of prostitutes and
closings of “immoral” gay bars. Of
course, abortions are banned.‘ in
this oh-so "revolutionary" society,
women suffer thefreedom to die
in horrible back alley abortions.
Meanwhile, the State-controlled
women's association, AMNLAE,
insists that women should have
the right to be drafted into the
Army.’ Everywhere in Nicaragua
are billboards and posters with

jingoistic slogans celebrating the
virtues of the state and of production for the fatherland. Billboards
from the Bank of America announce, Ti: companero en la reconstruction, “Your comrade in the
reconstruction ' “

takes this comA government
“The World
have both not-

the area of monetary policy. In
the period between July, 1978 and
July, 1979, inﬂation in Nicaragua
reached 80%. By 1980 this ﬁgure
had been reduced to 35% and in
1981, to 24%. Complementing
the food subsidies given to the
majority of the population with an
austere wage policy greatly contributed to achieving this stability in prices.”' (emphasis-mine)
On Radio Sandino, denunciations of U.S. imperialism are fol-

lowed by commercials for Pepsi

('j0]a_ But then the Sandinistas are
such a threat to the Yankee Empire that they had to get $60 million in aid from companero Jimmy Carter. In Nicaragua there are
awonderful variety of “mass organizations” that are supposed to give
the illusion of popular power
when they are actually“ one;-way
transmission belts from the ruling
junta downwards to the masses.
The country is covered byja network of Cuban-styled Sandinista
Defense Committees (CDSs),

which act to integrate all citizens
into the reconstruction plans of
the State and which also serve to
spy on anyone suspected of disloyalty to the regime.’ Pro-F.S.L.N.
6. “Passionate Politics in Nicaragua," by Loie
Hayes, Gay Community News, Boston, April
28. I984.
7. Hayes, “Passionate Politics," ibid.

8. From a Junta for National Reconstruction
pamphlet, quoted in the Nicaragua Reader,
Peier Roqsett and John Vandermeer, eds., p.
259.
.9. Cguoied
bi
.
;_ from the Spanish newspaper Com-

o 6

literature and ﬁlms are of disgusting references to “the glorious
leadership," the cadre, of Daniel
Ortega and Tomas Borge ranting
and raving in a demagogic way
akin to Mussolini, of the government's militia goose-stepping East
German style. The militarist and

productivist nature of their politics
is so extreme that painters and musicians are referred to as “cultural
workers,” expected to volunteer in
“cultural brigades" to sing, the
praises of the "people's state."

in Nicaragua today, under
the “revolutionary socialist” vanguard

of the Sandinista Front, the most
basic defensive weapon of the
working class, the strike, has been

banned." The regime tolerates
right-wing dissent, but nothing to
the left of the government is
tolerated. The Sandinistas are attempting to organize society in a
military fashion. Commodity pro-

duction is not overthrown, but regulated and protected by the State,
the "popular" junta is always correct; that is the "essence of the "New
Nicaragua.” There’s nothing new

about_any of it. But there are
signs of rebellion in a lot of
different places. Besides strikes,
the F.S.L.N.‘s national mobilizalotion for military service has been
widely resisted. Supposedly the
Sandinistas’ efforts to get unemployed workers and university stu-

dents to volunteer labor to bring
in foreign exchange crops hasn’t
been very, successful, either. if
the "people's revolution” can’t get
its people to pick the coffee beans,

perhaps they can get the guilty
students and young professionals

“in solidarity” from the U.S. to go

:0.
eased as . part of the FSLN elecO ralRecently
campaign.
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slumming for a few weeks on the
plantations and ranches of “the
People's Sector.”
in this article, l have given

just a few of the many examples
of how the Sandinista Front has

constituted itself as a capitalist
government over the working
classes of Nicaragua. The current
rulers of El Salvador, Honduras,
and Guatamala are greedy barbari-

ans and they deserve to end up in
front of a ﬁring squad. (They’ll
probably end up in Miami.) But
the fact that the rightists are awful
doesn't mean that the leftists are
in any way opposed to capitalism.
Look at El Salvador. Doesn’t it
seem a bit strange that some of
the most hallowed martyrs of the

"people’s movement” like Roque
Dalton and Melida Anaya Montes
were dispatched to the Stalinist Valhalla by their very own ice-pick
wielding companeros? Look beyond
all the “socialist” verbiage. The
Sandinistas, the F.M.L.N./F.D.R. in
El Salvador and all the leftist par-

ties.

trade unions and armed

groups are not C0ll’il7iUl’ilSl or anncopitalist, they only aspire to build a
nationally-based kind of capitalism

which is not completely tied to
North American capital, but
perhaps more tied to the socialdemocratic bankers of Sweden and
West
Germany.
The
leftcapitalists in Central America also

wish to avoid the mistakes made

by the Cuban regime‘s development of an inefﬁcient state capitalism which is totally dependent on
the Russian-led East Bloc. The
Sandinistas and the F.M.L.N. in El

Salvador are the active enemies of
any autonomous working-class opposition to wage-labor and capital,
masking
capitalist
repression
bah‘
'
‘
ind radical rhetoric and the
Ti
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“May the blood of the martyrs
drown us if we do not uphold
their sacred ideals." Against that
kind of necrophilia Karl Marx

once said, “It is one of the peculiarities of revolutions that just as
the people seem about to take a
great step and to open up a new
era, they suffer themselves to be
ruled by the delusions of the past
and surrender all the power and
inﬂuence they have so dearly won
into the hands of men who
represent, or are supposed to
represent, the popular movement
of a by-gone era."
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I can invest as I wish’
Sandinista official Daniel Nunez was
recently touring California with Samuel
Amador, Nicaraguan's largest rice
grower. Speaking at a Commonwealth
Club luncheon, Nunez said, "it seems

there are certain countries that see the
phantom of communism wherever there is
a struggle" for improved living condi-

capitalists, he said.
"As long as l pay my taxes, l can invest
as I wish," he said, adding that he believed

he was taxed at a lower rate than he would
be in the United States.
Most of the nation's land still remains in
private hands, Nunez said. About 20%
was seized from the Somoza ‘family; and

Amador said he was a Sandinista sympathizer seven years before they came to
potter. Since the revolution, the state had
placed no extraordinary restraints upon

their allies wl-C1 the dictatorship was overthrown but ' hat we actually tookiover
was debts," he said, explaining that the
lands were mortgaged to various banks.
Reprintedfrom the Oakland Tribune.

death-worship of nationalism. Right

vaguely better, with the sound of

lions.

the “people's patriotic music” playing in the background. Lots of leftist
groups act as the unpaid public relations ﬁrms of the lejl expressions of
the world capitalist system and its
crisis in Central America, while also
acting as the unpaid auxiliaries of
big city police forces in timid
North America, a wonderful peace demonstrations in North
varieiy of guilty-liberal organiza- America.
i
tions and publications uncritically
in: the traditionally morbid
glamorize the image of the heroic way of Christianity and Leninism,
guerrilla, ﬁghting for something the*Sandinistas are fond of saying,

now, due to the Yankee intervention and the increasing clumsiness
of the F.S.L.N., the merchants
who once invested in the Sandinista portfolio of labor management seem ready to divest by
bank-rolling the rightists in Honduras and Costa Rica. Up here in
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ﬁghting and dying so thatsmall el-

ites of Western (or Rl.lSSl€ill) educated intellectuals and military
officers can take power and forcedevelop capitalist production _on
the backs of the local Wofktﬂg

classes and peasants. The .l'iSC to
power of leftist-capitalist dlCl3l0l'ships has at times brought about
small improvements in the living
standards of Third World peoples.
But that"s more a matter of buying off the temporarily armed
anger of the people who have

done the ﬁghting, showing them

that they are going to be dominated by rulers “who care." Better nu-

Nation or Class? The Myth
of National Liberation

trition and health care programs.

ty of people? imagine that you
live in a small village in Angola,
or work in a factory or farm in
Vietnam". One day the bosses and
landlords leave town. A horrible
war develops and is fought ‘against
a vicious foreign power or a local
tyrant, and when the ﬁghting ends
the bosses and landlords march
into town at the head of an army,
hang up red banners and portraits
of the new leaders everywhere
and announce that from now on
you will work just as hard as before because the new bosses have
taken over and they know what’s
best for you and all the members
of the working-classes. All of this
is presentedto you in the name of
a “people's revolution."
National liberation movements are capitalist multi-class
coalitions in which the proletarians of the Third World do the

and work longer hours as well, a
worker who knows how to read
can read instructions for the
operation of machinery, technical

and the much-touted “literacy campaign" fulfill a role in the developin the past forty years or so,
many new nation-states have been ment of modern market produccreated by the struggles of "national - tion for productionls own sake; a
liberation" movements. But what well-nourished and healthy wagereally changes for the vast majori- slave can work more efficiently

manuals, and pro-government newspapers.
That brand of leftist politics
which constitutes itself around an
opposition to imperialism alone is
in no way anti-capitalist. The
anti-imperialist hierarchies in the

Third World and their apologists
in the developed countries are

only opposed to the domination of
the world market by big capitalist
exploiters like the United States
and France, something like the
anger that an unsuccessful small
businessman might feel for a
more successful major rival.
Under the nickel-and-dime market
economies of places like Cuba, actual conditions of work often become more exploitive, working
-_._

